article provides empirical evidence that calls Hendrick and Seyfried's validity test of laboratory-produced attitude change into question. Hendrick and Bukoff conducted a study that they claim accounts for Wells' results and reaffirms the original Hendrick and Seyfried validity test. The present reply points out that Hendrick and Bukoff's data fail to adequately account for Wells' results because (a) the attraction ratings toward posttest and pretest stimulus strangers for experimental-no-posttest subjects are not in line with the generic predictions of Hendrick and Bukoff and (b) attraction ratings toward pretest stimulus strangers reveal significant differences between experimental-posttest subjects and experimental-no-posttest subjects.
In their reply to the Wells (1976) study, Hendrick and Bukoff (1976) claim that the results obtained by Wells can be accounted for by observing the patterning of attitude change. Hendrick and Bukoff argue that although the summed attitude scores of experimentalposttest and experimental-no-posttest groups should not differ, the absolute attitude discrepancy scores (defined as the sum of the absolute difference in the subjects' five posttest attitude items) may be quite large. An empirical study by Hendrick and Bukoff demonstrated that the subjects exposed to the persuasive communication had a posttest attitude pattern that was equally as deviant (in absolute discrepancy for all five opinion items) from their yoked experimental partners' pattern as it was from the subjects' own pretest. Hendrick and Bukoff conclude that the posttest itself was not a contributing factor but rather the discrepancy evidence completely accounted for Wells' data, thereby reaffirming the validity of the original Hendrick and Seyfried (1974) study.
There are two major gaps in Hendrick and Bukoff's item discrepancy argument. First, Hendrick and Bukoff admit that the generic prediction from their item discrepancy notion is that experimental-no-posttest subjects should show no difference in attraction ratings for a pretest versus posttest stimulus stranger (see Table 2 in Wells, 1976 Bukoff dismiss this prediction by stating that in a given case, the two experimental groups may have absolute discrepancy scores that are greater between themselves than they are to the pretest. That is, if three subjects (A,B,C) have exactly identical pretest opinion patterns across five items (e.g., X = 4.00 on a 5-point scale) and two of the subjects (A and B) are gjven an attitude change treatment (posttest X = 3.0), the absolute item discrepancy could be significantly greater between A and B than between B and C. Clearly such a phenomenon is possible and given 35 subjects per cell, there may be a few cases in which that will happen, but the overall probability must be extremely low. In fact, the only study that directly tested such a hypothesis is the Hendrick and Bukoff study, and such a finding was not obtained.
Even more damaging to the Hendrick and Bukoff position is that they ignore the half of the data from the Wells study that was unconfounded by the item discrepancy issue, namely, the evaluation of pretest stimulus strangers across conditions. Table 2 in Wells' (1976) study clearly reveals that the experimental-post test subjects gave significantly lower ratings to the pretest stimulus stranger than did the control group, whereas the experimental-no-posttest subjects did not rate the pretest stranger lower than the control subjects. The discrepancy issue is irrelevant in these comparisons because pretest strangers are an exact replica of each subject's pretest responses for each experimental group and for the control group.
In addition to the major points above, Wells (1976) , the current author's position is not that laboratory-produced attitude change is invalid but that the important Hendrick and Seyfried study is not solid evidence for the validity of laboratory-produced attitude change.
